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Section 57BB establishes the Ombudsman as the authority 
charged with investigating, mediating and adjudicating 
complaints made …. about the CONDUCT of regulated financial 
service providers involving:

• The provision of a financial service

• An offer to provide a financial service 

• Refusal to provide a financial service

The Law Provides What We Can Deal With…

The legislation sets out how we should deal with complaints, 
including the following provisions:

• By mediation and, where necessary, by investigation and 
adjudication (S.57BK)

• On receiving a complaint, the Financial Services 
Ombudsman shall, as far as possible, try to resolve the 
complaint by mediation (S.57CA(1))

• In an informal manner and according to equity, good 
conscience and the substantial merits of the complaint 
without regard to technicality or legal form S. 57 BK (4) 

• In an informal and expeditious manner S.57 BB (b)

The Central Bank & Financial Services Authority of Ireland Act 2004 prescribes the functions and powers of the Financial Services 
Ombudsman’s Bureau and its officers



Our website provides 
an overview for 
consumers and 
providers alike on our 
remit as well as topical 
activities

www.financialombudsman.ie

http://www.financialombudsman.ie/


Complaints received in 2015

Some statistics … 





Mediation

• Voluntary S.57 CA (2)

• Confidential S. 57 CA (3)

• Can provide flexible and innovative solutions

• Can retain customers, save time and money and protect 
reputation



Question: 
To what extent do you agree with the following statement: “The service I received from the FSO met my expectations”

Survey feedback: Positive results – strong foundations to build on

2015

The service I 
received from 
the FSO met 

my 
expectations

Fully Agree Somewhat Agree Somewhat Disagree Completely Disagree Not Applicable

• Improvement in the number of complainants who agree that they received a service that matched their expectations, with 75% 
of respondents indicating that the service had delivered on their expectations,  an increase of 27% year-on-year.

2016



Source: 2015 Annual Review (available on www.financialombudsman.ie)

Number of mediations handled by the FSOB have increased significantly in 
2016 as a result of our change programme



Cases closed  [Total 3230]
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The new process… in numbers:  Our 2016 Metrics at end September 
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Typical stages in our mediation approach

1. Assess complaint
2. Outline mediation process to both parties
3. Confirm acceptance 

• Given voluntary nature, agreement required from both parties
• (If mediation not accepted, proceedings move to formal investigation) 

4. Commence mediation process 
• This can be by phone or face-to-face
• Mediator’s role is to help both parties reach agreed resolution of their differences
• Mediator is independent and does not act for, or side with, either party
• Mediator does not propose or impose any solution
• He or she will facilitate efforts of both parties to find a mutually acceptable solution

5. Confirm solution



Adjudication – The Last Resort

•Very Substantial Powers

•We don’t just rely on the evidence the parties 

volunteer

•We actively investigate

•Adjudicate based on what is fair and reasonable in 

the circumstances  



Adjudication – The Last Resort

•Not just about the terms and conditions

• Take account of good practice as well as consumer 

and general law

•Regulatory framework – codes of practice – consumer 

protection codes

• Information provided – information not provided – “an 

explanation for the conduct complained of was not 

given when it should have been” 57CI (2) (f)



Adjudication – Wide Range of Powers

• “although the conduct complained of was in accordance with a law or 
an established practice or regulatory standard, the law, practice or 
standard is, or may be, unreasonable, unjust, oppressive or 
improperly discriminatory in its application to the complainant” 

S. 57CI – (2)  (c) 

• Award compensation up to €250,000

• Direct Rectification

• Change a practice

• Report to Central Bank



Case study 1: Settled prior to Formal 
Investigation taking place

• Complaint related to Bank’s handling of a presented cheque

• Cheque presented but declined as Bank was not satisfied with signature

• Complainant stated reputational loss as supplier contacted him for explanation about non-
payment

• Mediation offered by Bureau, at which point bank confirmed it was not happy with initial 
handling of complaint

• Bank agreed to refund unpaid charges and donated a sum, as requested by the complainant, to a 
charity of his choice

• Complainant confirmed he was satisfied with the outcome



Case study 2: Case settled by formal 
mediation

• Complainant invested almost €3 million with the Provider, split 70:30 between two funds –
subsequent loss of 33% sustained

• Complainant stated following:
• Investment had been mis-sold as they had been wrongly categorised as a progressive investor when in fact they were very 

conservative or a low risk investor

• They were suffering ill-health at time and Provider had failed to adequately take into account decision-making capabilities 
as result of medical treatment being undertaken

• Provider failed to take into account the source of funds available for the investment, which were as a result of litigation 
which had recently been settled arising from her medical issues

• No adequate assessment of her risk profile had been undertaken by the Provider prior to the investment being sold

• Following commencement of formal investigation, Provider responded in detail to issues raised and 
parties exchanged a number of additional submissions

• In course of adjudication, Provider suggested a late mediation which was accepted by other party

• Complaint settled after one day of mediation and accepted by both parties



Case study 3: Complaint not upheld 

• Complainant responded to phishing email with loss of €4,900 from their account (bank subsequently retrieved €1,006

• Complainant maintained Bank partly responsible for allowing transaction to take place, and sought for Bank to share responsibility for 
loss by refunding 75% of unrecovered funds

• Bank contended disputed transaction had been processed using online banking number, internet Password and Personal Access Number

• Bank took view that Complainant had been grossly negligent, given:

• Their disclosure of personal confidential data

• A few months previously, the Complainant had answered another phishing e-mail leading to a loss of €1,400 – on that occasion the Bank had refunded the transaction 
as a gesture of goodwill

• Numerous warnings had been issued to the Complainant that the bank will never request her personal details by e-mail or text

• In considering the complaint, the Ombudsman noted:

• The Terms & Conditions of the account warned that all cards, devices, PINs and Passwords should not be disclosed or divulged or in any way made accessible to a third 
party

• The provisions of the EC (Payments Services) Regulations 2009 noting that the account holder is to bear all losses relation to an unauthorised payment transaction if 
such losses are incurred by virtue of the account holder having acted fraudulently or having failed intentionally or by way of gross negligence to fulfil one or more of 
the account holder’s obligations

• The views of the High Court and Supreme Court in Ireland in relation o the test for gross negligence – namely “a degree of negligence where whatever duty of care 
may be involved has not been met by a significant margin”

• Finding reached that Complainant had been grossly negligent against the above facts

• Complaint was not upheld on that basis



Some final guidance if you are involved in a dispute that is referred to 
us …

• Provide considered and accurate Final Response Letters

• Empower the person who signs off the FRL to engage meaningfully with 

the FSO Dispute Resolution Team

• Provide full information when asked – don’t drip feed 

• Retain ownership of your complaints – they are your customers!

• Only allow complaints to go to adjudication as a last resort and don’t wait 

for the preliminary finding before engaging



The Need for plain English

“If at the present Review Date no election by the legal owner or owners 

of the Policy under and in accordance with this provision has been 

received by the Company the Policy shall lapse and cease to be in force 

on the first Relevant Monthly Date on which the Accumulated Policy 

Value is exceeded by the total of the mortality and expense deductions 

at such date under the Mortality Deduction and Expense Deduction 

provisions and any other deductions and charges at such time in 

accordance with the provisions of the Policy.” 



The Need for Plain English and Clarity



Thank you ... 

For further information - www.financialombudsman.ie

http://www.financialombudsman.ie/


Questions?


